Given two finite sets I and J, we can say that there is a correspondence if the elements i I are associated with those of J by couple .
There is a statistical correspondence if for each couple (i, j) there corresponds an integer >t 0 : be (i, j) . For instance, we can define the statistical correspondence on the set I of nouns appearing in a certain text and the set J of verbs appearing in the same text . The number ~(i, j)
will be equal to the number of times that the noun i is subject of the verb j.
There is a random correspondence if there is defined on IxJ a probability measure described by the read positive function p such that Z p(i, j) -1. Thus p(i, j) is the paired probability of the couple i, j (i, j) . Usually one studies a statistical correspondence by sampling a random correspondence . We therefore define p(i, j) by :
.k(i, j) p(i, j) -where k = /---k(i, j) ~ The purpose of this study is k to represent this correspondenci~ ~eometrically . We are going to associate to each element i of I a point in a Euclidian space of small dimension in a manner in which the distance between these points can be counted by the qualification of the elements associated with the elements j of J i. e. that most of the elements i and i' associated in the same manner as the elements of J more than their images in Euclidian space will be near each other . We will be able to proceed in the same fashion for J and we .will be able to then represent simultaneously in the Same Euclidian sp.ace the sets I and J in such a manner that the i and j with a high p(i, j) be near each other . To represent the set I and the correspondence on I x J defined by the p(i, j) we proceed in the KI following manner : first construct a "cloud" of poirts in the space To each element i of I take a corresponding point e. of R I ( all the coordinates of e. are zero except the first which has the value 1) provided 1 Cordier Abstract ii 
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To obtain the resulting cloud of points representing the set I in a space of weak dimension while conserving a little close the distance between the various points one will make a factori ~ analysis of the cloud i. e. we will determine mathematically the principal directions from which the cloud develops (the problem becomes the classical one of searching for the eigenvectors in the decreasing order of th~ eigenvalues of a matrix) : we will represent the cloud in this new system of axis thus determined .
We can extend the method to a correspondence between a number of any sort of finite sets . We represent each set in a Euclidian space to be simultaneousl 7 all the sets in the same space . We are going to give below some examples of the application of this method. The calculations having being done on a computer .
First example :
• ,, ill
We are using the results of psychological experience explained below aJad ~armied out at the Faculty of Letters of Rennes . One presents to the subjects eight colors projected on a screen . The subjects must learn to associate with the colors eight buttons on a keyboard . We present successively these colors and after the subject has answered, he is told the correct answer . Wc thus obtains a statistical correspondence ; k(i, j) being the number of times that on the presentation of the color j the subject has answer~zl the button associated with color i . We are able to represent these inputs as a matrix . We make a factor-analysis the same axis (one above, and the other below), the two sets object and response which coincide here with the set of eight colors : the order of the points is almost perfectly that of the wawe-lengths . To make a correspondence between the three set, we will give, coefficients to the common length of the spectrum for the three colors in three language s.
To make the factOr-analysis of this correspondence : we extract the two axis that which j;ives meon a plane diagram. We have represented simultaneously the three sets . We see that the colors divide themselves nearly on a circle according to the part of the spectrum which they cover (red being close to purple which is not true of wawe lengths but quite natural as far as Ce hombre 9rovient en g@n4ral d'un corpus de couples (i, j).
Pour notre premier exemple, I 4tait l'ensemble des noms, J celui des adjectifs, le corpus le texte dornq4 et k(i, j) le nombre de fois que dane ce corpus le nom i a pour 4pith~te l'adjectif j .
j~J ieI qui sont ici respectivement @gaux au hombre de fois que le nom iet l'adjectif j apparaissent dans le corpus .
i' On note aussi k = ~_~ k(i, j) effectif total de la i,j correspondance , On peut consid4rer cette correspondance statistique comme tune corre~pondance al4:,.tpire, le corous en ~tant un estime 4ch~ntillon . On aura alo~'s ies probabilit~s ~'apparition du couple (i 9 j), de l'414ment i et de l'41~ment j en pop,ant :
probabilit4s conditionnelles d'apparition de i, j @tant fix4
Nous voulons donc construire une distance qui exprime la notion de roximit4 dont on a parle ci-dessus . Plus pr~cis@ment la distance entre deux ~l~ments iet i' de I doit ~tre d'aut~nt plus petite que ces 61~ments ont des probabilit4s conditionnelles de s'associer aux 41@ments de J semblables . A la limite cette distance d@finie uniquement par la correspondence entre Iet J sera nulle si iet i' ont les m~mes probabilit4s conditiormelles .
On rout de plus que si l'on remplace deux Jl6ments JletJ2 de J ~:ar un ceul ~l@ment Jo tel que quel que soit i :
la distance entre les ~14ments de I soit inchang@e .
De plus cette distance ne dolt pas d~pendre de la fr4quence ou de la rarer d des apparitions rcspectives de iet i' (de
D'o~ la formule : Pour I on construira la nuage dans ~I et l'41~ment i sera repr4sent6 au vecteur de base el, il sera muni de la masse p(i) . Qtumt g la forme quadratique que l'on note QJ(I) elle a potu' valeur : On peut aussi comparer l'utilisation des parties au discours darts les doux langues . On remarque que les auteurs frangais se trouvent repr6sent~s du c8t4 des "vertus", "pronoms" ~lors que les auteurs allemands sont repr4sent~s plus pros des"noms","articles", "adjectifs" • CORDIER 13. Les seuls r4sttltats pr@cis actuellement disponibles concernent la correspondance binaire d4finie par les couples de phon&mes successifs des mots d'un rexte espagnol (cette langue a 4t@ choisie parce que la liste des phonemes est assez aourte).
Le premier facteur s4pare nettement les voyelles des consonnes .
On a : 
